School Refusal:
What do we know,
how do we respond
and what is the way
forward?
A/Prof Glenn Melvin
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What do we know?
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School Refusal
 Severe difficulty attending school
 Severe emotional upset
 At home with parent/caregiver’s knowledge
 Absence of antisocial characteristics
 Reasonable efforts by parents to enforce attendance
(Berg, 1997)
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Understanding School Refusal
PARENT/CAREGIVER/FAMILY FACTORS

CHILD/
TEEN FACTORS

SCHOOL/COMMUNITY FACTORS
Melvin et al., 2018
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Child/Teen Factors
 Risk Factors
 Mental illness - Anxiety, depression
 Anxiety sensitivity
 Disability/Neurodiversity
 Oppositionality
 Low social connections
 Poor social skill

 Warning Signs
 Negative feelings abut school, feeling under
pressure
 Reluctant behaviours at home – protesting,
tantrums, late to wake, slow to get ready, lock self
in bathroom
 Behaviour at school/during lockdown – falling
behind with work, clinginess, regular visits to
school sick bay.
 Emotional changes – sleep difficulties night before
school, morning tearfulness,
 Social changes – withdrawal from friends
 Physical – frequent physical complaints e.g.,
nausea, stomach aches, headaches, subside when
child/teen able to stay home from school

 Precipitating events
 Bullying/teasing
 Social exclusion
 Transition times
 Fears/difficulties with teacher
 Illness
 Academic problems
 Covid-19/lock-down related stressors and disruption
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Family Factors







Low parental low self-efficacy
Poor family functioning, high levels of conflict
Increased risk of parental depression, anxiety and social anxiety
Parental overprotection
Parental accommodation of young person’s anxiety

 What causes what?

(Chockalingham et al., 2022)
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School Factors

 When at school, students who refuse to come report…










Lack of teacher support or classroom monitoring
Fear of teachers
Conflict with teachers
Fear of less structured time (e.g., lunchtime), times with less monitoring (e.g.,
toilets)
Difficulty moving about school
Fear of unfamiliar people
Disliking noisy, unpredictable, disruptive classrooms
Bullying, social difficulties, few friends
(Havik et al., 2015)
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Covid, Virtual Learning & School Refusal
 Heightened anxiety and stress across the community
 Best thing ever? Two years of avoidance!
 “Now everyone has it like me”
 In and out of school with lockdown - multiple transitions to negotiate
 Risk of social isolation and reduction in social skill
 Lack of access to usual supports

(Haddad & van Schalkwyk, 2021)
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School Refusal – The Name
 The term ‘School Refusal’ isn’t universally liked.
 Bias towards blame of the young person

 Separation anxiety – ‘dyadic’ problem
 Anxiety about genuine threat or bullying at school – is staying away an
adaptive or sensible & safe choice?

 Alternatives?
 School Can’t
 School Avoidance
 Didaskaleinophobia…
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School Refusal - Demographic Features
 Prevalence: unknown*, impact of the pandemic…
 Gender: Approximately equal males to females
 Age: peaks at start, end of primary, and early years of high school
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Negative Reinforcement Loop - School Refusal

Feel Anxious about
school

Anxiety relieved! Feel
better via avoiding
school

Refuse to go, argue
with parents

Parents (begrudgingly)
allow a day off and
avoid a bigger fight
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Negative Reinforcement Loop - School Refusal

Feel MORE Anxious
about school

Anxiety relieved! Feel
better via avoiding
school

Refuse to go, argue
MORE with parents

Parents (begrudgingly)
allow a day off and
avoid a bigger fight
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Negative Reinforcement Loop - School Refusal
Young
Person
–
Feel MORE
Anxious
“You about
can’tschool
make
me go”

Truce.

Anxiety relieved! Feel
better via avoiding
school

Refuse to go, argue
MORE with parents

Parents–(begrudgingly)
Parent
“I can’t
allow a day off and
make
go”.
avoid you
a bigger
fight
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When do we worry about absence?
 How much absence is too much?
 A single cut off point is hard to establish
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5 days of unexplained absence
Chronically Absent 20-29.5 days per year
Severe chronic absence >30 days per year



Aarhus, Denmark
4 or more periods of absence in the last month
10% illegal absence in the last month
11 or more periods of absence in the last school year
10% accumulated absence in the last school year






When do we worry about absence?
 Functional Impairment (Kearney, 2022) in three domains
1. School
 When are the absences? – start of school year, evaluation periods,
grade level (kinder, prep & Yr 7-9)
 Interference with Academic Progress – reduction in grades, missed
work, lack of proficiency in maths and reading
 (Administrative and legal action – exclusion, court, fines, penalties)
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When do we worry about absence?
2. Social


Interference with social competence – prosocial behaviour, communication,
problem solving



Interference with interpersonal relationships – few friends, difficulty
communicating with teachers, loneliness



Enhanced risk of harm to others – antisocial or risky behaviour, aggression toward
others

3. Family Domain
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Interference of daily family functioning



Significant maladaptive changes in family dynamics – enmeshment, detachment,
isolation.



Substantial cost to family members – miss or give up work, health-based costs

How do we
respond?
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Starting Out
 Shared understanding of the issue(s) impacting school attendance is needed
between





child/teen,
caregiver,
school staff,
health/mental health/wellbeing professionals involved

 Questionnaires may help give students another way of expressing their
concerns
 For example, School Refusal Assessment Scale - Revised
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Child/Teen ‘Jobs’
 Understand anxiety and emotions
 Communicate with others about anxiety and other challenges
 Learn new ways of managing anxious symptoms
 Contribute to discussion of which school/setting to return to, as
developmentally appropriate
 Identify reasons for coming to school
 Come up with an explanation for absences for peers.
 Contribute to a return to school plan
 Work towards school return
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Parent ‘Jobs’
 Contribute to discussion with child/teen about which school to return to
 Provide support to help address underlying causes


Support child/teen development of skills to manage anxiety



Advocate for child/teen at school e.g., necessary adjustments, dealing with
bullying



Seek assistance from health/mental health professional, as needed

 Work with the child/teen’s school, including regular communication
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Parent ‘Jobs’
 Model confidence in child/teen’s ability to cope and the school’s ability to respond
 Contribute to a return to school plan
 Avoid excessive reassurance
 Stay with child at school for shortest time possible
 Consider modest rewards to for attendance
 Encourage extra-curricular activities
 Connect with child/teen about things other than school
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Parenting Guidelines

www.parentingstrategies.net
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School Staff Jobs
 Be clear on your role
 Identify who will lead communication with family
 Invest in getting to know the child/teen, rather than just their attendance problem or
fears
 Focus also on reasons for coming to school – clubs, sports, friends, careers, special
interests, favourite teacher
 Suggest accommodations based on knowledge of what is underlying the problem –
curriculum modifications, someone to meet student in morning, space to de-stress
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School Staff Jobs
 Co-ordinate schools response – makes sure all relevant staff are aware of the plan
 Work with family on developing a return to school plan
 Ongoing monitoring in years ahead, clear transition plans
 Provide some hope
 Persist!
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Interventions for School Refusal


Cognitive behavioural therapy is the most evidence based treatment
for school refusal (Elliott et al., 2017)



Provides skills to child/teen and parents to manage with stresses
involved in school return



Return to school plan usually graded or gradual



Most programs involve ~12 sessions and involve caregivers



‘Medium’ effect but might see up to 40-50% not respond



Adding antidepressant medication does not help (Melvin et al. 2019)
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What is the way
forward?
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Whole School Approach
 Everyone at a school has a role in supporting attendance
(admin, leadership, teachers, coordinators, wellbeing, student
leaders).

 Review – Current strengths, areas for development
 Prioritise – based on review, select focus of next strategies,
within available resources

 Respond – implementation of new strategies
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Whole School Approach
 Attendance Team
 Review attendance data and co-ordinate response for
those with chronic absenteeism or at risk
 Initiate school-and community wide prevention activities
 Continual review and improve practices around attendance
 Liaise with local services, and/or include representation
from parent & services.
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Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) to Promote
School Attendance & Address School Absenteeism

 MTSS has been adapted for attendance/absenteeism
(Kearney & Graczyk, 2020)
 Tier 1. Universal (All)
 Tier 2. Targeted (Some)
 Tier 3. Intensive, Individualised (Few)
 Individualised for each school, acknowledge current
resources, engage whole school community including
students,
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Universal - Surveillance
 More nuanced data about reasons for absence including
refusal is required to inform prevention & early intervention
 Screening for reluctance or refusal at entry to school
 Machine learning and deep learning (artificial intelligence)
models to predict future absence (Jarbou et al., 2022)
 Parent report Instrument: School Non-Attendance ChecKlist
(SNACK) Available:
https://insa.network/resources/questionnaires
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Universal - Start Early with Awareness Raising

 Attendance patterns in the early years of schooling
(primary and secondary) predict later attendance
(Balfanz & Byrnes, 2019; Ehrlich et al., 2018)
 Start messaging to school community about the
importance of attendance early.
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Targeted - Focus on Students with a
Disability & Neurodiversity

Data from ACARA
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Targeted - Focus on Students with a
Disability & Neurodiversity


School refusal appears to be more prevalent in students with
disabilities. For example,
 5% absences in Victorian students (N=629) with intellectual
disability explained by parents as school refusal (Melvin et al.,
under review)
 57% of full day absences in autistic students (N=106)
explained by parents as school refusal was the most common
reason for absence in a sample of autistic students (Adams et
al. 2021)
 43% absences in UK autistic students (N=486) explained by
parents as school refusal (Totsika et al., 2020)
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Targeted – Parent Feedback
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The In2School program model
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Relationship
Building

Transitional
Classroom

Return to
school

Assessment

Wraparound
interventions
(McKay-Brown, et al., 2019)
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In2School
Staffing

1.6 teachers, 1.0 MH clinician, 0.2 Speech pathologist

Phase 1

Students gradually introduced to the transitional classroom and
one another. Assessments and goal setting (therapy &
education) completed. Rapport building with staff and families.

Phase 2

Transitional classroom attendance, individual, group and family
therapy. Parent sessions. Liaison with school. Community
excursions & travel training

Phase 3

Return to a mainstream school setting. Outreach support for
student for 6 weeks. School support for 3 months via consults.

(McKay-Brown, et al., 2019 p.97)
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Therapist-assisted Online Parenting Strategies
(TOPS)

Marie Yap (Monash University), Glenn Melvin (Deakin University) & Anthony Jorm (University of Melbourne)

Self-directed learning

Online coaching

Implement goals

• Completion of online
modules (max 9)

• Coaching support
delivered via
videoconference

• Put learning into
practice between
sessions
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TOPS for School Refusal
The TOPS program is ideal for adaptation to meet the needs of parents of
adolescents who are refusing school.
Online, tailorable delivery.
High comorbidity of adolescent school refusal and anxiety and depressive
disorders
Overlap of modifiable parenting factors associated with adolescent school
refusal and anxiety and depressive disorders
The existing TOPS program does not currently address school refusal, and little is currently
known about the experience of parents of adolescents who are refusing school.
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International Network for School Attendance
www.insa.network
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Thanks for your attention
glenn.melvin@deakin.edu.au
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